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Transition from hadronic to partonic interactions for a composite spin-1Õ2 model of a nucleon
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A simple model of a composite nucleon is developed in which a fermion and a boson, representing quark
and diquark constituents of the nucleon, form a bound state owing to a contact interaction. Photon and pion
couplings to the quark provide vertex functions for the photon and pion interactions with the composite
nucleon. By a suitable choice of cutoff parameters of the model, realistic electromagnetic form factors are
obtained for the proton. When a pseudoscalar pion-quark coupling is used, the pion-nucleon coupling is
predominantly pseudovector. A virtual photopion amplitude is considered in which there are two types of
contributions: hadronic contributions where the photon and pion interactions have an intervening propagator of
the nucleon or its excited states, and contactlike contributions where the photon and pion interactions occur
within a single vertex. At largeQ, the contactlike contributions are dominant. The model nucleon exhibits
scaling behavior in deep-inelastic scattering and the normalization of the parton distribution provides a rough
normalization of the contactlike contributions. Calculations for the virtual photopion amplitude are performed
using kinematics appropriate to its occurrence as a meson-exchange current in electron-deuteron scattering.
The results suggest that the contactlike terms can dominate the meson-exchange current forQ.1 GeV/c.
There is a direct connection of the contactlike terms to the off-forward parton distributions of the model
nucleon.

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Jv, 25.30.Bf, 24.85.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

At low energies and momentum transfers, nuclei are
scribed in term of nucleons@1,2#. Interactions between th
nucleons are modeled successfully by exchange of me
@3–5#, or more simply, by potentials. When nuclei a
probed at very high momentum transfer, e.g., in elect
scattering, partons within the nucleons and mesons bec
the dominant scatterers@6,7#. Interactions between the pa
tons are described by QCD. Between the high and low m
mentum transfer regimes, there is a transition region whe
good description is lacking. The meson-exchange dynam
does not account in a satisfactory way for the compositen
of the nucleons and mesons. Therefore, it is of interes
study quark-based composite models of hadrons in orde
get some insight on the limits of validity of a hadronic d
scription.

Electron scattering data for momentum transferQ
'1 GeV/c often meet dual descriptions: models based
hadrons on one hand and models based on quark phe
enology on the other@8#. Moreover, the two kinds of descrip
tion generally are not reconciled to one another in the se
that there is no smooth transition from one to the other aQ
increases. Perturbative QCD descriptions are mainly qua
tive and not properly normalized at low energy@9#. In the
mesonic description, the mechanism of hard scattering f
quarks that predominates in the perturbative QCD desc
tion is hidden or absent.

In this paper, we develop a simple model of a nucleon
a bound state of a fermion and a boson with the goa
0556-2813/2000/62~6!/065202~17!/$15.00 62 0652
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gaining some qualitative insight into the effects of nucle
compositeness~a! on low Q amplitudes where hadronic in
teractions are expected to dominate,~b! on high Q interac-
tions where partonic interactions are expected to domin
and ~c! on the transition region where, asQ increases, one
passes from the dominance of hadronic interactions to
dominance of scattering from the constituents of a nucle
One may think of the model as having a quark and a spi
diquark bound together to make a nucleon and its exc
states. Diquark models have been developed in a numbe
papers@10–13# and they have been shown to be capable
describing the nucleon’s electromagnetic form factors@14–
17#. Technically more involved three-quark models al
have been developed based upon relativistic Faddeev e
tions and NJL interactions@18–21#. The simple model we
consider in this work also provides a reasonable descrip
of the proton’s form factor but is less refined than oth
models. For example, the neutron’s electromagnetic inte
tions are set to zero in order to keep the model simple. N
ertheless, we show that the lowQ interactions are very simi-
lar to a hadronic description in which the nucleon has
form factors that come from the composite model. Thus,
qualitative behavior at lowQ is hadronic and is standard
although the details could be improved by including the n
tron’s electromagnetic interactions, e.g., by using one of
more refined models.

The model we consider for the composite structure o
nucleon is covariant and gauge invariant. This provides
portant Ward-Takahashi identities. However, the mo
lacks confinement. Excited states of the nucleon are a c
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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tinuum of quark and diquark scattering states. Thus, i
mainly useful for processes where nucleon resonances do
play an important role. One such case is mesonic-excha
currents in nuclei.

Some diquark models incorporate the condition that
continuum states of the quark and diquark should exist
cause they are inconsistent with confinement@16#. In our
calculations, we avoid the kinematical regime where su
continuum states contribute, but they can occur for ot
kinematics in the model we consider. Their contribution
inclusive inelastic scattering from the nucleon is consist
with quark-hadron duality, i.e., the fact that inclusive scatt
ing from a nucleon at low energy transfer, when averag
over resonances, exhibits a similar parton distribution as
high Q and n inelastic scattering@22–24#. Although the
quark and diquark cannot have physical asymptotic sta
quark-hadron duality indicates that the flux which would
to such intermediate partonic states in the absence of
finement is redistributed over the nucleon’s resonances
the final state interactions. The continuum quark-diqu
states of the model we consider describe the average in
sive response of a nucleon but the physics that produ
resonances is missing.

An essential feature arises from compositeness: there
contactlike terms in second-order interactions. These are
quired by gauge invariance and they play a small but sign
cant role at low energy, for example, in low-energy theore
@27–29#. Similar contact terms would be present in mo
refined quark-diquark or three-quark treatments of the nu
on’s compositeness. Three reasons why we develop a sim
model of the nucleon’s compositeness are~1! to explore con-
tactlike terms, which have not been considered in previ
works, ~2! to simplify interaction currents in order to facili
tate the analysis of second-order interactions, and~3! to re-
alize a Ward-Takahshi identity for contactlike terms. The
features allow a straightforward analysis of contactlike ter
in second-order interactions. Typically, the currents in m
refined models are more involved, which would complica
the analysis of second-order interactions.

For very large momentum transfer, the contactlike ter
become dominant. They contain the leading-order mec
nism for the external probe to scatter from the partons w
out any intervening hadronic state. When a hadronic s
exists between interactions, it produces form factors t
typically fall rapidly with increasingQ, thus quenching the
scattering. This is the fate of hadronlike terms in the seco
order interactions, i.e., the terms that provide a hadronic
terpretation at low momentum transfer.

In the limit that one of the interactions transfers a lar
momentum, the contactlike terms tend to the off-forwa
parton distributions for the composite nucleon mod
@30,31#. For the simple model that we consider, there is
clean separation of the hadronlike and contactlike contri
tions to second-order interactions. For asymptotically la
momentum transferQ, at fixedx5Q2/(2Mn), scaling is ob-
tained. This is also a feature that would hold in more refin
quark-diquark or three-quark models of the nucleon’s co
positeness as it simply depends on scattering from the po
like constituents of the nucleon. We calculate the result
06520
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parton distributionf (x) for the model that is considered i
this paper.

The main points that we consider are essentially qual
tive. At low Q, one expects that the dominant effects
compositeness can be absorbed effectively into a hadr
analysis by incorporating nucleon form factors. Howev
there are ambiguities in the hadronic analysis and presc
tions generally are needed in order to include the effects
compositeness. We study the low-Q physics in detail and
compare it with hadronic models. Although we find th
compositeness implies significant off-shell effects at lowQ,
the results for the photopion amplitude are similar to those
hadronic models. This feature is expected to hold also
more refined quark-diquark or three-quark models of
nucleon.

At high Q, the physics of compositeness shows
through partonic scattering processes that produce Bjor
scaling. These processes are within the contactlike term
our model, as they would also be in other models. The p
tonic processes are normalized by the deep inelastic sca
ing parton distribution,f (x). In the model we consider, th
integral of the parton distribution over the Bjorken scali
variablex is fixed to unity, i.e.,*0

1 dx f(x)51, which fixes
the overall normalization. However, the distribution functio
f (x) does not have a realistic shape so the normalization
given x-value may be off by a significant factor. We fin
examples where the hadronic contributions to the photop
amplitude decrease rapidly withQ, becoming less importan
than the partonic contributions at modest values ofQ. When
this occurs, the transition point inQ is not very sensitive to
the precise normalization of the highQ process. More re-
fined models would be preferable for obtaining a better p
ton distribution@21,25#, but reasonable changes tof (x) are
not expected to alter the qualitative behavior that is fou
using the simpler model of compositeness.

In Sec. II we formulate the model in terms of a Lagran
ian for a fermion and a boson interacting via a contact int
action. The model is not renormalizable: it is regulated
introducing subtraction terms of the Pauli-Villars type@32#.
We consider only the simplest subset of contributions to
fermion-boson correlator. This produces a spin-1/2 propa
tor with a single bound state pole~‘‘the nucleon’’! at mass
M. Electromagnetic and pionic interactions are introduced
Sec. III as couplings to the fermion constituent~‘‘the
quark’’!. For simplicity, couplings to the boson~‘‘the di-
quark’’! are omitted. For pseudoscalar coupling of the pi
to the quark, the model produces mostly pseudovector c
pling to the nucleon. It would be purely pseudovector if t
mass of the quark were zero and there were no regulator
fermion type.

In Sec. IV we consider a virtual photopion amplitude i
volving second-order interactions with the compos
nucleon. Two types of interaction occur: first, interactio
with intervening propagation of a nucleon or its excit
states and second, contactlike contributions where pho
and pion interactions with the nucleon occur within the sa
vertex. A standard analysis based upon elementary part
with form factors is compared with the composite nucle
analysis. In Sec. V we consider deep inelastic scattering f
2-2
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TRANSITION FROM HADRONIC TO PARTONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 065202
the nucleon for finiteQ and asQ→`. In Sec. VI we presen
calculations of the virtual photopion production amplitu
for a kinematical situation that arises in meson-excha
contributions to electron-deuteron scattering. Calculati
show that contactlike terms can become dominant forQ
'1 GeV/c for some processes. Conclusions are presente
Sec. VII. Some details of the calculations are given in
Appendix.

II. COMPOSITE NUCLEON MODEL

A fermion and a boson interacting via a contact inter
tion can generate a composite spin-1/2 particle. For this p
pose, the following Lagrangian is used@28#:

L5c̄~x!~ i ]”2m!c~x!1
1

2
@]nf~x!]nf~x!2m2f2~x!#

1gc̄~x!c~x!f2~x!, ~1!

wherec(x) is the field for a fermion of massm andf(x) is
the field for a boson of massm. The fermion-boson contac
interaction with coupling constantg is not renormalizable;
finite results are obtained by introducing a Pauli-Villa
regulator of massL1. Comparing with more refined diquar
models, the contact interaction between the quark and
quark provides roughly the same interaction as is obtai
from a static approximation for the quark-exchange inter
tion between a quark and a scalar diquark@19,26#.

A bound state appears as a pole in the fermion-bo
correlator,

G~p!5 i E d4x e2 ip•x^0uT„c~x!f~x!c̄~0!f~0!…u0&.

~2!

Figure 1 shows the sequence of elementary bubble gra
that contribute toG(p) in a perturbative expansion. Becau
this sequence is sufficient to exhibit a bound state, contr
tions beyond those shown in Fig. 1 are not considered.

Summing the bubble graphs of Fig. 1 produces

G~p!5
1

12S~p!
. ~3!

Here, S(p) is the contribution of a single fermion-boso
loop,

Sb~p;m,m,L1!5 igE d4k

~2p!4
S~p2k;m!D~k;m,L1!,

~4!

FIG. 1. Bubble graphs that contribute to the composite part
propagator. Solid line represents the spin-1/2 quark and dashed
represents the spin-0 boson.
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where the propagator for the fermion isS(p;m)51/(p”2m
1 ih). With a Pauli-Villars regulator of massL1 included,
the propagator for the boson line is

D~k;m,L1!5
1

k22m21 ih
2

1

k22L1
21 ih

. ~5!

A generalization of the model that is suitable for descr
ing a nucleon’s form factor is obtained by including add
tional regulator terms as follows:

S~p!5 igE d4k

~2p!4
@S~p2k;m!2aS~p2k;m1!

2~12a!S~p2k;m2!#

3@D~k;m,L1!1bD~k;L1 ,L2!#, ~6!

where a5(m22m)/(m22m1) and b5(m22L1
2)/(L2

2

2L1
2) have been selected so that high loop momentum is

off ask29. It is evident that the generalized form forS(p) is
equal to a linear combination of the elementary bubble gr
terms,Sb , defined above,

S~p!5Sb~p;m,m,L1!1bSb~p;m,L1 ,L2!

2a@Sb~p;m1 ,m,L1!1bSb~p;m1 ,L1 ,L2!#

2~12a!@Sb~p;m2 ,m,L1!1bSb~p;m2 ,L1 ,L2!#.

~7!

When a bound state of massM is present, the pole in the
composite system propagatorG(p) has the form

G~p!5
Z2

p”2M1 ih
1R~p!, ~8!

whereZ2 is a wave-function renormalization factor. A reno

malized propagatorG̃(p) is obtained by dividingG(p) by
Z2 such that there is unit residue for the nucleon pole. T
remainderR(p) is regular atp”5M and it represents excite
state contributions. In the model considered, the excited s
spectrum is a continuum of quark-diquark scattering sta
This is an unrealistic feature for a nucleon so the mo
should be used where the effects of resonances are no
portant.

The most general form forS that is allowed by Lorentz
invariance is

S~p!5A~p2!p”1B~p2!. ~9!

Presence of the bound state pole means thatS(p)51 at p”
5M . This condition leads to

Z2
215S 2

dS~p!

dp” D
p”5M

52@A012M ~A08M1B08!#,

~10!

where A0[A(M2), A08[dA(p2)/dp2up25M2, and similarly
for B08 .

e
ine
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J. A. TJON AND S. J. WALLACE PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 065202
For later use, we introduce covariant projection operat

Lr~p![
Wp1rp”

2Wp
, ~11!

wherer51 or 2, Wp5Ap2, andL1(p)1L2(p)51. Pro-
jecting the propagator to ther51 and 2 subspaces in
which p” takes the values6Wp , leads, for the renormalize
propagator, to

G̃~p!5G1~p!1G2~p!, ~12!

where

Gr~p!5
Lr~p!

Z2@12B~p2!2rWpA~p2!#
. ~13!

To summarize this section, the composite model o
nucleon is formulated in a covariant way as a bound stat
a spin-1/2 quark and a spin-0 diquark. Details of the cal
lation of A(p2), B(p2), andZ2 are given in the Appendix.

III. PHOTON AND PION INTERACTIONS

Electromagnetic interactions are introduced via a fer
ion-photon coupling term in the Lagrangian:Lm

[c̄(x) gmêAm(x)c(x), whereê5 1
2 e(11t3) is the charge

operator for the quark. Photon coupling to the boson is om
ted in order to keep the model simple. Consequently,
model proton is composed of a quark of chargee and a
neutral diquark. The model neutron is composed of a neu
quark and diquark and thus has no electromagnetic inte
tions.

Inserting a photon into the propagator as indicated in F
2 produces the form

G~pf !êLm~pf ,pi !G~pi !, ~14!

whereLm describes the photon-nucleon vertex. One extra
the photon-nucleon~dressed! interaction as the residue of th
two poles atp” i5M andp” f5M , which leads to

ū~pf ;M !êZ2Lm~pf ,pi !u~pi ;M !, ~15!

whereu(p;M ) is the Dirac spinor for massM and momenta
pi and pf are on the mass shell. TheZ2 factor and Dirac
spinor factors arise from the parts of the initial- and fin

FIG. 2. Photon-quark and pion-quark insertions in the compo
particle propagator.
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state propagators that attach to the vertexLm . It is conve-
nient to absorb theZ2 factor into Lm to obtain a renormal-
ized vertexL̃m . For momentapi and pf that are either on-
shell or off-shell, the renormalized vertex involves
fermion-boson loop with a photon insertion in the fermio
propagator as follows:

L̃m~pf ,pi !5 igZ2H E d4k

~2p!4
S~pf2k;m!gm

3S~pi2k;m!D~k;m,L!. ~16!

In the generalized model with additional Pauli-Villars reg
lators, the vertex is a sum of such terms, one for each term
Eq. ~7!. In each(b, the fermion propagatorS(p2k;mn) for
massmn is replaced byS(pf2k;mn)gmS(pi2k;mn). Gauge
invariance requires that the vertex satisfy the followi
Ward-Takahashi identity@33,34#:

~pf2pi !
mLm~pf ,pi !5G21~pf !2G21~pi !

5S~pi !2S~pf !. ~17!

This is satisfied when the photon couples to all fermi
propagators in the same way, including those introduced
Pauli-Villars regulators.

In general, the vertex function can be decomposed
terms of charge and magnetic form factorsF1 and F2. For
the off-mass-shell case, there is an additional form factorF3.
Moreover, all form factors depend uponp” i andp” f . In order
to have scalar form factors, it is necessary to project with
operatorsL6 and to commute thep” i andp” f toward the pro-
jectors so that they may be replaced byr iWi or r fWf , where
Wi5Api

2 andWf5Apf
2. This analysis produces

L̃m~pf ,pi !5 (
r f ,r i56

Lr f~pf !Lm
r f ,r i~pf ,pi !L

r~pi !,

~18!

where

Lm
r f ,r i~pf ,pi !5gmF1

r f ,r i~pf ,pi !1 ismnqnF2
r f ,r i~pf ,pi !

1qmF3
r f ,r i~pf ,pi !, ~19!

andq5pi2pf . Each scalar form factor is a different func
tion depending on the values ofr f and r i , e.g., F1

12 is
different fromF1

11 . We shall return to this point shortly.
For the on-shell situation, owing to time-reversal inva

ance, one only hasF1
11(q2) and F2

11(q2), which are the
usual charge and magnetic form factors of the proton. W
three fermion masses and three boson masses as param
the generalized model allows a reasonable fit to the proto
electromagnetic form factors. Figure 3 showsF1

11(q2) and
F2

11(q2) in comparison with the dipole formFdipole5(1
1Q2/0.71 GeV2)22 that often is used to characterize expe
mental form factors. The parameter values used arem
50.38, m150.56, m250.61, m50.79, L150.85, andL2
50.90, all in GeV. The bound state is atM50.93826 GeV.

te
2-4
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TRANSITION FROM HADRONIC TO PARTONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 065202
The anomalous magnetic moment of the composite nuc
is k52MF2

11(0)52.086, which may be compared wit
kproton51.79. The cutoff parameters that have been use
obtain the form factor serve as a means to introduce a s
for the fall of the form factor withQ; they are not physically
meaningful.

A parallel analysis may be made for couplings of an
ementary pion to the quark by adding a pseudosc
p-quark interactionL5[gpc̄(x)g5tWc(x)•pW (x) to the La-
grangian. Figure 2 shows one pion insertion into the pro
gator. This produces

G~pf !gptW•f̂L5~pf ,pi !G~pi !, ~20!

wheretW•f̂5t1f21t2f11t3f0, with f6 and f0 being
isospin wave functions forp6 andp0 mesons. A renormal-
ized pion-nucleon vertex function is calculated from
fermion-boson loop graph with a pseudoscalar insertion
the fermion, as follows:

L̃5~pf ,pi !5 igZ2E d4k

~2p!4
S~pf2k;m!

3g5S~pi2k;m!D~k;m,L1!. ~21!

In the generalized model, the pion-nucleon vertex function
a sum of such terms, one for each term in Eq.~7!. In each
Sb , the fermion propagatorS(p2k;mn) for massmn is re-
placed byS(pf2k;mn)g5S(pi2k;mn).

Again it is necessary to rearrange terms and to projec
order to have scalar form factors. This produces

L̃5~pf ,pi !5 (
r f ,r i56

Lr f~pf !g5F5
r f ,r i~pf ,pi !L

r i~pi !.

~22!

FIG. 3. Electromagnetic and pion form factors for compos
particle.
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Figure 3 shows the resultingpN form factor F5
11(q2) for

on-mass-shell nucleon momenta. It is quite similar to
magnetic form factor.

When one leg of the vertex function is off the mass sh
the form factors differ from the on-shell results. We wish
relate the off-shell effects to those appropriate to a hadro
vertex that is sandwiched between elementary Dirac pro
gators. For this purpose, it is necessary to incorporate
shell effects from the propagators into the off-shell vert
function and form factors.

In general, one encounters an off-shell vertex funct
sandwiched between propagators, as follows:

G̃~pf !L̃~pf ,pi !G̃~pi !. ~23!

The renormalized propagator of the composite system m
be written as

G̃~p!5
Z(1)~p!L (1)~p!

Z2~Wp2M !
1

Z(2)~p!L (2)~p!

Z2~2Wp2M !
, ~24!

where Z(6)(p)5(6Wp2M )/@12A(p2)6WpB(p2)# are
scalar functions. In the limit thatWp→1M , Z(1)→Z2, and
in the limit that Wp→2M , Z(2)→Z2. For a point particle
the factors Z(6)/Z2 are unity, i.e., an elementary Dira
propagator may be written in the same way withZ(6)/Z2
factors replaced by unity. Thus, these factors carry off-sh
effects due to the propagator. A factorAZ(6)(p)/Z2 from
each propagator in Eq.~23! is redistributed to the vertex
function in order to obtain a vertex function that is suitab
for use with the elementary Dirac propagator. The remain
AZ6(p)/Z2 factor in the propagators should be distributed
vertex functions preceding or following the ones indicated
Eq. ~23!.

Figure 4 shows the variation with off-shell momentump2

for the F1
11(M2,Q2,p2) form factor, withp2 being the off-

shell momentum. A factorAZ(1)(p)/Z2 is included for the
off-shell leg. Similar results are obtained for theF2

11 and
F5

11 form factors. Roughly, whenp2 varies from 0.8M2 to
1.2M2, the form factor varies from 0.8 to 1.4 times the o
shell form factor. The off-shell variation of form factors
stronger than has been found in the work of Tiemeijer a
Tjon @35# or that of Naus and Koch@36#.

For couplings between1 and2 states, the form factors
generally are off shell because the momentump of the nega-
tive state differs fromWp52M , where Wp5Ap2. Typi-
cally, 1 to 2 couplings are evaluated nearWp51M , and
thus they should include a factorAZ(2)(p)/Z2 from the
negative-energy propagator in order to be compared with
ementary couplings.

Off-shell dependence of theF1
12 form factor is shown in

Fig. 5 as the ratio to the on-shellF1
11 form factor, and a

factor AZ(2)(p)/Z2 is included. Results for theF5
12 form

factor are similar to those forF1
12 , while F2

12 depends on
the off-shell momentum similarly toF2

11 . The composite
2-5
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J. A. TJON AND S. J. WALLACE PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 065202
nucleon model gives nontrivial modifications of the for
factors with off-shell momentum.

Although the pure pseudoscalar operatorg5 appears for
eachr f andr i value in the pion-nucleon vertex function, th
form factors differ, i.e.,F5

12ÞF5
11 , as mentioned above. I

is instructive to compare with an elementary vertex that c
tains a fractionl of pseudovector and 12l of pseudoscalar
couplings as follows:

FIG. 4. Dependence of form factorF1
11 , including propagator

factor as discussed in text, on off-mass-shell variablep2, where
p2/M251.2 ~dotted line!, 1.1 ~dashed line!, 1.0 ~solid line!, 0.9
~dot-dashed line!, and 0.8~long-dashed line!.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the ratioF1
12(Q2,M2,p2)/F1

11(Q2) on
off-mass-shell variablep2, where p2/M251.2 ~dotted line!, 1.1
~dashed line!, 1.0 ~solid line!, 0.9 ~dot-dashed line!, and 0.8~long-
dashed line!. Propagator factor is included as discussed in text.
06520
-

L5
Elem~pf ,pi !5lg5

p” i2p” f

2M
1~12l!g5 . ~25!

Expanding by use of the projection operators and specia
ing to on-mass-shell kinematics yields

L5
Elem~pf ,pi !5 (

r f ,r i56
Lr f~pf !g5Fl r f1r i

2
112lGLr i~pi !.

~26!

On mass shell, the11 vertex isg5 independent of the mix-
ing parameterl. The 12 vertex is proportional to (12l)
and thus is suppressed for pseudovector coupling. A mea
of the fraction of pseudovector coupling shows up in t
ratio of 12 and 11 form factors. For the composite
nucleon model, we define an equivalent pseudovector f
tion in order to give a simple interpretation of the differe
11 and12 couplings as follows:

l512S F5
12~p8,p!

F5
11~p8,p!

AZ(2)~p!

Z2
D

Wp85Wp51M

. ~27!

Figure 6 shows this ratio for the model nucleon. In the lowQ
range, the composite model produces 75% pseudove
coupling of the pion starting from a pseudoscalar coupling
the quark.~If the factorAZ(2)(p)/Z2 were omitted, it would
be 94% pseudovector.! At Q'1 GeV/c, the vertex becomes
closer to pseudoscalar.

To summarize this section, the model nucleon has rea
tic charge and magnetic form factors. The pion form facto
similar to the magnetic one and thepN vertex is about 75%
pseudovector and 25% pseudoscalar. Couplings betw
12 and 11 states differ, which is a general feature
off-shell vertices.

FIG. 6. Pseudovector fraction of pion-nucleon coupling.
2-6
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IV. SECOND-ORDER INTERACTIONS—THE VIRTUAL
PHOTOPION AMPLITUDE

Using the couplings discussed in the previous section,
consider a virtual photopion production process. This
volves inserting a photon and a pion in all possible ways i
the propagator and extracting the scattering amplitude as
residue of the poles inG(pf) andG(pi) as before. We also
consider a standard hadronic treatment of the same pro
for comparison.

A. Composite nucleon analysis

For the process in which a nucleon with initial momentu
pi absorbs a photon of momentumq, propagates with mo-
mentumpi1q, and subsequently emits a pion of momentu
r, ending up with momentumpf , wherepi1q5pf1r , the
resulting amplitude is shown in Fig. 7 and is given by~omit-
ting isospin factors!

V5,m~pf ,pi1q,pi ![(
r

ū~pf !gpg5F5
1,r~pf ,pf1r !

3Gr~pi1q!L̃m
r,1~pi1q,pi !u~pi !.

~28!

For the crossed process in which the nucleon first emi
pion of momentumr and subsequently absorbs a photon
momentumq, ending up with the same momentumpf , the
amplitude is~omitting isospin factors!

Vm,5~pf ,pi1r ,pi ![(
r

ū~pf !L̃m
1,r~pf ,pf2q!

3Gr~pi2r !gpg5F5
r,1~pi2r ,pi !u~pi !.

~29!

FIG. 7. Photopion amplitudes. Top: direct and crossed B
graphs. Bottom: direct and crossed contactlike graphs.
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These contributions to the photopion amplitude will be
ferred to as ‘‘Born’’ terms.

In the analysis, two factors ofZ2 arise, one from the ex-
ternal wave functions and another from the pole term of
propagator. These factors are absorbed into the two ve
functions so that all quantities appearing in Eqs.~28! and
~29! are renormalized. Renormalized photon vertex funct
L̃m

r f ,r i is defined in Eq.~19! in terms of form factorsF1
r f ,r i,

F2
r f ,r i, and F3

r f ,r i. Propagation has been split into separa
factors forr51 andr52 states using covariant projectio
operators. Note thatG1 contains the nucleon pole term an
the excited states, which in this case are quark and diqu
scattering states. Similarly,G2 is the negative-energy propa
gation that occurs inZ graphs. However, the standardZ
graph is based on noncovariant projection of the propag
and this causes some differences when nucleon moment
not close to the mass shell. All of these elements arise als
a hadronic description.

The variation ofV5,m with momentum transfer is charac
terized roughly byF(q2) G1(pi1q)F(r 2), whereF(q2) is
a typical form factor andG1 is the positive-energy propaga
tor. At large q2 and r 2, these contributions become sma
owing to the form factors involved. A similar estimate hold
for Vm,5 . Excited states of the nucleon do little to alter th
behavior because they involve form factors that typically f
faster with increasing momentum transfer than the nucleo
form factors.

In addition, there are contactlike terms as indicated in F
7 that differ from those that arise in a hadronic descriptio
They correspond to the two orders in which the photon a
pion interact with a constituent fermion within a single ve
tex. Omitting isospin factors, they are defined by

C5,m~pf ,pi1q,pi ![ū~pf !F igZ2E d4k

~2p!4

3S~pf2k;m!gpg5

3S~pi1q2k;m!gm

3S~pi2k;m!D~k;m,L1!Gu~pi !, ~30!

Cm,5~pf ,pi2r ,pi ![ū~pf !F igZ2E d4k

~2p!4

3S~pf2k;m!gm

3S~pi2r 2k;m!gpg5

3S~pi2k;m!D~k;m,L1!Gu~pi !. ~31!

Initial and final states are on-shell positive-energy states,
pi

25pf
25M2 andr i5r f51. In the generalized model with

additional Pauli-Villars regulators,C5,m and Cm,5 become
sums of terms of the form given in Eqs.~30! and ~31!. In
each Sb of Eq. ~7!, the fermion propagatorS(pf2k;mn)

n

2-7
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is replaced by S(pf2k;mn)gpg5S(pi1q2k;mn)gmS(pi
2k;mn) to obtain C5,m , or by S(pf2k;mn)gmS(pi
2r ;mn)gpg5S(pi2k;mn) to obtainCm,5 .

Finally, there is an amplitude that results from the pho
coupling to the charged pion. This is referred to as the pi
in-flight amplitude, and it takes the form

Am
p~pf ,pi !5gpetW•T3f̂ū~pf !L̃5~pf ,pi !u~pi !Gp~r 2q!Jm

p ,
~32!

whereeT3 is the charge operator for the pion, and

Jm
p52r m2qm . ~33!

The total amplitude for photopion production is the su
of Born and contactlike parts, with appropriate isospin fa
tors included, and the pion-in-flight term:

Am~pf ,q,pi !5tW•f̂êV5,m~pf ,pi1q,pi !

1êtW•f̂Vm,5~pf ,pi2r ,pi !

1tW•f̂êC5,m~pf ,pi1q,pi !

1êtW•f̂Cm,5~pf ,pi2r ,pi !1Am
p~pf ,pi !.

~34!

Note that the order of isospin factors is important as they
not commute.

Gauge invariance implies conservation of the EM curre
viz., qmAm50 when the pion is on mass shell, i.e.,r 25mp

2 .
When the pion is off mass shell, there is in general a nonz
result proportional toGp

21(r )5r 22mp
2 . The required form

is realized in the photo-pion amplitudeAm because of the
following Ward-Takahashi identities@33,34#:

qmVm,55ū~pf !gpL̃5~pf ,pi1q!u~pi !, ~35!

qmV5,m52ū~pf !gpL̃5~pi2r ,pi !u~pi !, ~36!

qmCm,55ū~pf !gpL̃5~pf ,pi !u~pi !

2ū~pf !gpL̃5~pf ,pi1q!u~pi !, ~37!

qmC5,m5ū~pf !gpL̃5~pi2r ,pi !u~pi !

2ū~pf !gpL̃5~pf ,pi !u~pi !. ~38!

The pion-in-flight term is rewritten in terms of a comm
tator involving the nucleon’s charge operator,ê, using the
isospin identityetW•T3f̂52@ ê,tW•f̂#. Its contribution to the
divergence of the amplitude then is

qmAm
p~pf ,pi !5@ ê,tW•f̂#ū~pf !gpL̃5~pf ,pi !u~pi !Gp~r 2q!

3@Gp
21~r !2Gp

21~r 2q!#. ~39!
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We note in passing that use of the NJL model for the p
@37# would improve the treatment because a form factor
the pion would be included without complicating the vert
functions of the nucleon.

Contributions toqmAm from the Born terms are cancelle
exactly by the contributions from the contactlike terms th
have the same isospin factors, and the remaining contr
tions from the contact terms are cancelled by the second t
from the pion-in-flight contribution. This leaves only a ter
proportional toGp

21(r ) that vanishes for an on-shell pion
The full amplitude is gauge invariant and the presence of
contactlike terms is essential for this result.

The distinguishing feature of the contactlike terms is th
no propagator for the composite system occurs between
teractions. Thus, there is not a separate form factor for e
interaction. However, the contactlike terms do depend u
the momentum transfer. They differ from a form fact
mainly by the presence of an extra fermion propagator in
loop integrals of Eqs.~30! and ~31!. If the extra propagator
lines were shrunk to a point, the contactlike terms would
related to form factors at momentum transferq-r . This sug-
gests that the contact terms should behave likeF@(q
2r )2#s(q), wheres(q) accounts for the extra propagato
Our calculations show thats(q) is given roughly bys(q)
5k2/(k22q2), wherek is a typical fermion mass. Compar
ing with V5,m and Vm,5 , the contactlike terms fall more
slowly with increasing momentum transfer and ultimate
they dominate the scattering.

B. Elementary particle with form factors analysis

A standard treatment of meson-exchange currents
nuclear physics is to construct graphs corresponding to
ementary particles and then to insert form factors at the v
tices @38,39#. The form factors are obtained from on-she
matrix elements, e.g., from phenomenological fits to elect
scattering data for a free proton target.

Treating the composite nucleon in this way, there a
Born contributions of theV5,m and Vm,5 types, which are
evaluated using theF11 form factors, and the pion-in-fligh
term. We consider both pseudoscalar and pseudovector p
nucleon coupling in the elementary particle amplitude, a
there is an additional contact termCm

Elem(PV) in the
pseudovector case that results from gauging the derivativ
the pion field.

The elementary amplitude with pseudovector pion co
pling is defined as,

Am
Elem5tW•f̂êV5,m

Elem~pf ,pi1q,pi !1êtW•f̂Vm,5
Elem~pf ,pi2r ,pi !

1Cm
Elem(PV)~pf ,pi !1Am

p~pf ,pi !, ~40!

where

V5,m
Elem~pf ,pi1q,pi ![ū~pf !gpF5

1,1~r !g5

3S p” i1q”1M

2M D 1

p” i1q”2M1 ih

3@F1
1,1~q!gm

1 ism,nqnF2
1,1~q!#u~pi !. ~41!
2-8
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Similarly, the crossed contribution is

Vm,5
Elem~pf ,pi2r ,pi !

[ū~pf !@F1
1,1~q!gm1 ism,nqnF2

1,1~q!#

3
1

p” i2r”2M1ih
gpg5SM1r”2p” i

2M DF5
1,1~r !u~pi !. ~42!

In Eq. ~41!, a pseudovector vertex factor (p” i1q”2p” f)/2M

has been evaluated by use ofū(pf)g5p” f52ū(pf)g5M .
Similarly, in Eq. ~42!, a p” i in the pseudovector factor (p” i
1r”2p” i)/2M has been replaced byM by use of the Dirac
equation. When pseudoscalar pion coupling is used, th
factors are omitted.

Note that the transition matrix elements to an intermed
negative-energy state in Eqs.~41! and ~42! are based upon
the same form factor as for the on-shell transition to an
termediate positive-energy state in the elementary am
tudes. However, when the pion vertex is pseudovector th
is reduced coupling to the negative-energy states. In the
responding Born amplitudes of Eqs.~28! and ~29!, transi-
tions are based upon off-shell vertex functions that differ
general for the two transitions.

Hadronic contact terms are implied by the off-shell fa
tors (p” i1q”1M )/(2M ) in Eq. ~41! and (M1r”2p” i)/(2M )
in Eq. ~42!. For example the first factor may be rewritten
11(p” i1q”2M )/(2M ), where the numerator of the secon
part cancels the propagator. A corresponding rearrangem
applies toVm,5

elem. As a consequence, the pseudovector ver
can be replaced by a pseudoscalar one plus hadronic co
terms in which the factor 1/(2M ) replaces the nucleon
propagator between the photon absorption and pion e
sion. However, the form factors at the pion and electrom
netic vertices remain, which is why we refer to such terms
hadronic contact terms. They are distinct from the contri
tions we refer to as contactlike terms in the composite mo

The resulting hadronic contact terms for pseudovec
pion coupling have parts in which theF1

11 form factor ap-
pears at the electromagnetic vertex. These contact terms
actly cancel with theCm

Elem(PV) term. This leaves only the
parts of hadronic contact terms that involve the magn
form factorF2

11 . For pseudoscalar pion coupling, the sit
ation is simpler because neither the contact terms from
off-shell vertices nor the one from gauging the derivative
the pion field are present. Consequently, there is a n
equivalence of the pseudoscalar and pseudovector ele
tary amplitudes. After the cancellations in the pseudovec
elementary amplitude, the only surviving differences fro
the pseudoscalar elementary amplitude are the parts of
ronic contact terms involvingF2

11 .
Vertex functions in the elementary amplitude cann

be defined precisely because of a basic conflict between
use of on-shell form factors and the conservation of fo
momentum. Except whenq happens to be equal to the di
ference of two on-shell momenta, one cannot have an
shell vertex. In the elementary Born amplitudes of Eqs.~41!
and ~42! we have used on-shell form factors at vertice
This is consistent with having a vertex function that do
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not depend onpi
2 or pf

2 and therefore can be evaluate
with on shell initial and final momenta whose differen
is the momentum transfer, i.e.,pi5(EQ,0,0,2Q/2) and

pi5(EQ,0,0,Q/2), where EQ5AM21Q2/4, even though
these are not the four-momenta that occur in the process.
assumption that the vertex depends only onQ2, not the off-
shell momenta, is often used when the off-shell depende
of the vertex function is unknown, but it does not have
sound theoretical basis for a composite particle.

A standard nonrelativistic analysis would be similar to t
elementary analysis described above. Relativistic kinema
would be used but theZ-graph parts of amplitudes would b
omitted and typically a pseudoscalar pion coupling would
used. Calculations based on such a definition of a nonr
tivistic amplitude will be discussed in Sec. VI.

To summarize this section, the composite nucleon mo
has features that are similar to those of a hadronic the
which also has, at least in principle, vertex functions that
off shell, and that are different functions for the differe
r-spins. Because the off-shell vertex functions are
known, the standard hadronic analysis uses the on-shell f
factors in their place. The main feature that distinguishes
composite particle analysis from an elementary parti
analysis is the presence of contactlike terms. They desc
scattering from the partons and are related to off-forw
parton distributions.

V. DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

In order to obtain a rough normalization of the contactli
terms, we consider deep inelastic scattering from the co
posite nucleon. Scaling behavior is expected in qua
diquark models@25#, or in three-quark models@21#. The in-
clusive scattering is characterized by a hadronic tensor
takes a gauge-invariant form as follows@40,41#:

Wmn

4pM
52S gmn2

qmqn

q2 D W11S pm2qm
p•q

q2 D
3S pn2qn

p•q

q2 D W2

M2
. ~43!

Structure functionsW1 andW2 depend on two scalar invari
ants:Q252q2, andn5p•q”M . In the limit Q2→`, with x
[Q2/(2Mn) held fixed, these functions become depend
only on x as follows@42#:

MW1~x,Q2!→F1~x!5 1
2 f ~x!, ~44!

and

nW2~x,Q2!→F2~x!5x f~x!. ~45!

This scaling behavior is a consequence of scattering fr
pointlike constituents of the nucleon, withf (x) being the
probability of scattering from a parton that carries a fracti
x of the nucleon’s momentum.
2-9
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A simple way to obtain the forward parton distributio
f (x) is to calculateWxx. Either in the lab frame, wherep
5(M ,0,0,0,) andq5(n,0,0,AQ21n2), or in the c.m. frame
of the final state, thex components ofq and p vanish. For
finite Q we have

2MW1~x,Q2!5
Wxx

2p
, ~46!

and in the asymptotic limit

f ~x!5 lim
Q2→`

2MW1~x,Q2!. ~47!

Batiz and Gross@43# have analyzed the scaling limit for
composite nucleon model that is essentially similar to
one used in this paper. Their analysis is for one space
one time dimension. They show that scaling in a gene
gauge involves a cancellation between a gauge-depen
part of the impulse approximation graph of Fig. 8 and
gauge-dependent part of the final-state interaction. Thi
related to the Ward identities of Eqs.~36! and ~38! which
imply that gauge invariance requires cutting both the B
and contactlike terms. Using the Landau prescription, B
and Gross split the impulse amplitude into a gauge-invar
part and a remainder. The gauge-invariant part of the
pulse graph provides the scaling result. The gauge var
remainder cancels with part of the final-state interaction s
that the resultant contribution of these parts vanishes at l
as fast as 1/Q2. In this section, we follow Batiz and Gross b
using the Landau prescription for three space dimensions
one time dimension. The results differ because of integ
over the angles of final state particles and because the p
space in 3D differs from that in 1D.

The hadronic tensor based on the impulse graph of Fi
may be calculated in the c.m. frame following the metho
of Batiz and Gross, or may be calculated in the laborat
frame, using the formula of Kusadaet al. @25#. The result is,
of course, the same. We find the following parton distrib
tion for the bubble graph with a fermion of massm, a boson
of massm, and a Pauli-Villars subtraction of massL1:

f b~x;m,m,L1!5
ugZ2u~12x!

16p2 H ~Mx1m!2S 1

Fm~x!

2
1

FL1
~x! D 2 lnS Fm~x!

FL1
~x! D J , ~48!

where Fm(x)5xm21(12x)m22x(12x)M2, and FL1
(x)

is the same withm→L1 .

FIG. 8. Impulse approximation for deep inelastic scattering.
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For the case in which additional subtractions are ma
the parton distribution becomes a linear combination
terms as in Eq.~7!, i.e.,

f ~x!5 f b~x;m,m,L1!1b f b~x;m,L1 ,L2!

2a@ f b~x;m1 ,m,L1!1b f b~x;m1 ,L1 ,L2!#2~12a!

3@ f b~x;m2 ,m,L1!1b f b~x;m2 ,L1 ,L2!#. ~49!

Figure 9 shows the inelastic structure functio
2MxW1(x,Q2) and its limit asQ→`, x f(x), for the same
parameters that allow a reasonable description of the nuc
form factors. For finite Q, the energy transfern
5Q2/(2Mx) also is finite. It must be greater than the tot
mass of the constituent quark and diquark for each comb
tion that enters Eq.~49! in order to avoid spurious threshol
effects. This restrictsx not to be too close to 1. For finiteQ,
we showW1(x,Q) only for n greater than about 200 MeV
above threshold. The solid line in Fig. 9 shows t
asymptotic limit Q→`, which is x f(x). Already by Q
'2 GeV/c, the inelastic structure function is close to i
asymptotic limit for our quark-diquark model of a nucleo
Our result forx f(x) is more peaked than that obtained r
cently by Mineo, Bentz, and Yazaki@21# from consideration
of a three-quark model, and both results lack sufficie
strength nearx50 in comparison with experimentally dete
mined parton distributions. Reference@21# considers what
one should expect forx f(x) at low Q. Using QCD evolution
to relate high and lowQ, the nucleon’s parton distribution i
found to be more peaked at lowQ, and not unlike thex f(x)
that we find, with a peak nearx5m/M , where m is the
lightest fermion mass. However, our results atQ2

54 (GeV/c)2 are more peaked than the results of Ref.@21#
at Q250.16 (GeV/c)2. For x .0.6, x f(x) in Fig. 9 is nega-

FIG. 9. Structure function for inelastic scattering.Q
51.5 GeV/c ~dotted line!; Q52.5 GeV/c ~dashed line!; Q5`
~solid line!.
2-10
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TRANSITION FROM HADRONIC TO PARTONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 065202
tive owing to the fact that the fermionic subtractions are
Hermitian. This is a deficiency of the model used. Our
sults for the parton distribution are influenced by the cho
of subtractions that have been incorporated in order to ob
a good description of the nucleon’s form factors. We ha
given preference to obtaining a realistic form factor in sele
ing parameters.

Owing to the normalization factorugZ2u, the parton dis-
tribution automatically is normalized according to

E
0

1

dx f~x!51. ~50!

See Ref.@43# and the Appendix in this regard. Howeve
only the fermion constituent has charge and the momen
sum rule is

E
0

1

dx x f~x!50.304. ~51!

Thus, 70% of the momentum is carried by the diquark in t
model.

To summarize this section, the model for a nucleon a
bound state of a quark and diquark is consistent with sca
in deep inelastic scattering. The normalized parton distri
tion provides a rough normalization for the contactlike ter
in the largeQ limit.

VI. CALCULATIONS FOR MESON-EXCHANGE
CURRENT AMPLITUDE

Virtual photopion production amplitudeAm that has been
defined in Eq.~34! and discussed in Sec. IV contributes
the electromagnetic current in electron-deuteron scatter
For this case, the emitted pion is absorbed on a sec
nucleon and, in general, there is a loop integration involv
the pion momentum and the deuteron wave functions of
tial and final states. For electron-deuteron scattering, the
integration receives important contributions from the qua
free kinematics indicated in Fig. 10. Each nucleon in
deuteron, only one of which is shown, has initial moment
pi5

1
2 P2 1

4 q. Figure 10 shows the nucleon which absorb
photon of momentumq and emits a pion of momentumr
5 1

2 q, ending up with momentumpf5
1
2 P1 1

4 q. The second
nucleon, not shown, also has initial momentumpi5

1
2 P

2 1
4 q. When the pion is absorbed on the second nucleon

final momentum also becomespf . This process begins an
ends with the two nucleons at zero relative momentum. I
favored because the deuteron wave function is largest at

FIG. 10. Quasifree kinematics for photopion amplitude
meson-exchange current. The pion~dashed line! is absorbed by a
second nucleon, not shown, such that each nucleon absorbs ha
photon momentum.
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relative momentum. Pion-in-flight terms vanish for the s
lected kinematics, since 2r m2qm50. They are omitted from
our calculations. A calculation using deuteron wave fun
tions is planned for a future work. For now, we focus on t
quasifree photopion amplitude and simply vary the mom
tum of the spacelike virtual photon:q5(0,0,0,Q).

Although there are 16 helicity amplitudesAl f ,l i

m , for the

quasifree kinematics with collinear momenta that we co
sider only three amplitudes are significant. An isosp
nonflip amplitude,a, occurs in the time-component of th
photopion amplitude as follows:

Al f ,l i

0 5a$ê,tW•f̂%xl f

† szxl i
, ~52!

where the isospin factor involves an anticommutator. T
isospin flip amplitudesb and c, occur in the space-vecto
parts of the photopion amplitude as follows:

Al f ,l i

6 5b@ ê,tW•f̂#xl f

† s6xl i
, ~53!

Al f ,l i

3 5c@ ê,tW•f̂#xl f

† szxl i
, ~54!

where the isospin factors involve a commutator.
Although we calculate only the photopion amplitude,

role as a meson-exchange current in electron-deuteron
tering is of interest. In that case, the isospin wave functio
f̂ for the pion are replaced by the isospin operatorstW2 for
the second nucleon. The isospin-nonflip amplitude,a, is the
only one that contributes as a meson-exchange curren
elastic electron-deuteron scattering. However, for breaku
the deuteron, both isospin nonflip and isospin-flip amplitud
contribute.

Calculations have been performed in two ways. One u
expressions that have been developed manually and the
uses expressions that have been developed by use o
symbolic manipulation programSCHOONSCHIPin order to re-
duce the Dirac matrices to the desired forms andFORMF to
calculate the moments of the one-loop graphs@44#. Two in-
dependent computer codes were written and checked ag
one another to verify that the algebra and the numerics w
done correctly.

A. Isospin nonflip amplitude: a

Figure 11 shows the absolute value of Born and conta
like contributions to amplitudea in comparison with simple
estimates of these contributions suggested in Sec. IV:V0,5
1V5,0'C1QFdipole(q

2)G1(pi1q)Fdipole(r
2) and C0,5

1C5,0'C2QFdipole@(q2r )2# s(q), where C1 and C2 are
constants ands(q)5k2/(Q21k2). We find that k2

50.20(GeV/c)2 describes theQ dependence caused by th
extra quark propagator in the contactlike terms. A factorQ is
included in the estimates because there is such a factor in
amplitude for kinematical reasons. The point of this compa
son is to show that the contactlike contributions are decre
ing with Q faster than a form factor, as expected. They n
ertheless can be dominant whenQ.1 GeV/c because the
Born terms decrease even faster. There is a zero in the B

the
2-11
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amplitude that is not reproduced in the estimate. Howe
the estimate is quite good for individual covariant amplitud
that go into the helicity matrix element.

In Fig. 12, we showuau for the Born ~long-dashed line!
and full amplitudes~solid line! for the composite nucleon
Also shown ~dashed line! is the elementary amplitudeuau

FIG. 11. Born amplitude~solid line! is compared with produc
of dipole form factors and propagator~dotted line!. Contactlike con-
tribution ~long-dashed line! is compared with estimate based o
product of dipole form factor and factorS(Q)5k2/(Q21k2), with
k50.2 GeV2 ~dotted line!.

FIG. 12. Isospin-nonflipa amplitude: full amplitude~solid line!,
elementary amplitude based on pseudoscalar pion coupling~dashed
line!, nonrelativistic amplitude~dotted line!, and Born amplitude of
composite model~long-dashed line!.
06520
r,
s

that is based upon pseudoscalar pion coupling. Finally,
show ~dotted line! a nonrelativistic amplitude that is base
on pseudoscalar pion coupling and the standard posit
energy propagator:L1(p)/(p02AM21p2). Thus, the non-
relativistic amplitude differs from the elementary one
omission of theZ-graph part. Form factors used in the e
ementary particle and nonrelativistic analyses are based
the quark-diquark model except that on-shell11 form fac-
tors are used. For smallQ, the Born contributions dominate
for all cases because there is a pole in the intermed
nucleon propagator. In the vicinity ofQ51.2 GeV/c, two
amplitudes that involve an intermediate propagator fo
nucleon, i.e., the Born and nonrelativistic amplitudes, p
through zero. They are negative at higherQ and their mag-
nitude is 40% to 10% of the full amplitude atQ53 GeV/c.
The elementary amplitude based on pseudoscalar pion
pling has a zero nearQ'2.8 GeV/c. It provides the best
approximation to the results of the composite model bu
much smaller in magnitude forQ>1.5 GeV/c. The ampli-
tude for the composite nucleon model is dominated at la
Q by the contactlike terms, which do not change sign. A
though the nonrelativistic amplitude tends at largeQ to a
magnitude similar to that of the full amplitude, it has th
opposite sign and is not a useful approximation to the
result.

Figure 13 shows the contactlike amplitude of the comp
ite model,~solid line!. The part of the Born amplitude tha
comes from excited states andZ graphs is shown by the long
dash line. It has been calculated by evaluating Eqs.~29! and
~28! with the positive-energy propagator,L1(p)/(p0

2AM21p2) and then subtracting that result from the Bo
amplitude based on the full propagator of the compos
model. Next we show by the dash dot line the sum of parts

FIG. 13. Contactlike contribution of composite model~solid
line!, excited states andZ-graph part of Born amplitude for com
posite model~long-dashed line!, sum of contactlike, excited states
and Z-graph parts~dot-dashed line! and Z-graph part of pseudo-
scalar elementary amplitude~dashed line!.
2-12
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the composite nucleon amplitude that do not come from
Born terms with the positive propagator, i.e., the sum
contactlike parts, excited-state parts andZ-graph parts. Thus
the dot-dash line shows the sum of the amplitudes used in
solid and long-dashed lines. The dash line shows theZ-graph
part of the elementary amplitude based on pseudoscalar
coupling. The excited-states-plus-Z-graph part of the
composite-nucleon Born amplitude~long-dashed line in Fig.
13! is larger than theZ-graph part of the elementary Bor
amplitude ~dashed line! at low Q, but it decreases rapidly
with Q. Because a less pointlike structure for the compo
nucleon would be expected to provide even smaller con
butions at largeQ from excited states and Z-graphs, th
smallness of the Born contributions of the composite mo
at largeQ is expected to hold more generally. TheQ depen-
dence of the pseudoscalarZ-graph contribution~dashed line!
is notable for its similarity to that of the contactlike contr
bution of the composite model~solid line!.

Because the pion vertex of the composite model is ab
75% pseudovector, we consider next the same set of c
parisons using an elementary amplitude in which the p
coupling is pseudovector. In this case, we also include
contact term that is implied by gauging the derivative of t
pion field, Cm

Elem(PV). Figure 14 shows that the elementa
amplitude based on pseudovector pion coupling~dashed line!
provides a poorer approximation to the composite nucl
result~solid line!. This is because it has a zero near 1 GeVc
and has the wrong sign at largeQ. Figure 15 shows the
difference between the pseudovector elementary ampli
and the nonrelativistic amplitude that uses pseudoscalar
coupling by the dashed line.

We find that the use of pseudoscalar pion coupling in
elementary amplitude provides a better approximation to

FIG. 14. Isospin-nonflipa amplitude: full amplitude~solid line!,
elementary amplitude based on pseudovector pion coupling~dashed
line!, nonrelativistic amplitude~dotted line!, and Born amplitude of
composite model~long-dashed line!.
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amplitude of the composite model. This is because it ha
largeZ-graph contribution that approximates the contactl
contribution of the composite model. As mentioned, t
pseudoscalar and pseudovector pion couplings produce
ferent results only because of the magnetic couplings of
photon. If the photon were to couple only via the char
current, gmF1(Q), the pseudoscalar and pseudovector
ementary amplitudes that we consider would be equal. H
ever, the magnetic part of the charge current,smnqnF2(Q),
changes this. For pseudoscalar coupling, theZ-graph ampli-
tude shown by the dashed line in Fig. 13 is proportional
F1(Q)1F2(Q)5GM(Q), whereas for pseudovector cou
pling, the dashed line in Fig. 15 is proportional toF1
2F2(Q)Q2/(4M2)5GE(Q). The effect of the magnetic
parts explains the different results in these graphs.

Low-energy theorems that apply to the photopion amp
tude at lowQ arise from chiral invariance. Because the co
posite nucleon model has essentially pseudovector pion
pling, which is consistent with chiral invariance, one mig
expect the pseudovector elementary amplitude to provid
better approximation to the composite nucleon results. T
expectation fails at largeQ because of the important contr
butions of contactlike terms.

B. Isospin-flip amplitudes: b and c

Isospin-flip amplitudesubu and ucu are shown in Figs. 16
and 17. These amplitudes do not exhibit a pole atQ50 like
the one in the isospin-nonflip amplitude,a. Each vertex in
the b and c amplitudes has a factorQ, thus cancelling the
1/Q2 from the propagator. Consequently, the isospin flip a
plitudes are much smaller thana at smallQ, but they can be

FIG. 15. Contactlike contribution of composite model~solid
line!, excited states andZ-graph part of Born amplitude for com
posite model~long-dashed line!, sum of contactlike, excited states
and Z-graph parts~dot-dashed line!, and difference between el
ementary amplitude based on pseudovector pion coupling and
relativistic amplitude~dashed line!.
2-13
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comparable at largeQ. Elementary amplitudes based upo
pseudoscalar pion coupling and pseudovector pion coup
are equivalent for theb andc amplitudes, and thus we sho
only the pseudoscalar elementary amplitude. This equ
lence results because the hadronic contact terms invol
the F2 electromagnetic form factor give a vanishing cont
bution for the kinematics that we consider.

Figure 16 shows that Born and nonrelativistic results
ubu are very close to one another at smallQ. However, the
Born amplitude is significantly smaller at largerQ. The full
composite model result is close to that of the element
amplitude over the entire range ofQ. Born and nonrelativis-
tic results both omitZ graphs, whereas the full and eleme
tary results both includeZ graphs. It is apparent that theZ
graphs make a significant contribution atQ50, lowering the
full and elementary results in comparison with the Born a
nonrelativistic ones.

Contactlike terms of the composite nucleon cause the
ference between full and long-dashed lines: these are sig
cant but not dominant in the way they are for the isosp
nonflip amplitude,a.

Figure 17 shows that the full composite model provide
much larger result forucu than is obtained from the Born
elementary, or nonrelativistic amplitudes. Thus,ucu and uau
amplitudes show dominance of contactlike contributions
largeQ, but ubu does not.

It is clear that one would like to have better control of t
normalization of contactlike terms in order to determine
transition point where they may become dominant contri
tions to electron scattering from nuclei. However, the pres
model suggests that this could be near 1 GeV/c for the
isoscalar MEC appropriate to elastic electron-deuteron s
tering, based upon the strong dominance of contactlike c

FIG. 16. Isospin-flipb amplitude: full amplitude~solid line!,
elementary amplitude based on pseudoscalar pion coupling~dashed
line!, nonrelativistic amplitude~dotted line!, and Born amplitude of
composite model~long-dashed line!.
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tributions to uau. For the isospin-flip MEC contributions
which are relevant to electrodisintegration of the deuter
each of the amplitudesa, b, andc contributes. A more com-
plete calculation is required to see if the contactlike ter
may dominate the MEC at largeQ.

Use of pseudoscalar pion coupling improves the agr
ment with results of the composite model significantly f
uau, and is equivalent to pseudovector pion coupling forubu
and ucu. The fact that pseudoscalar pion coupling seems
work fairly well is not because it provides a description
the underlying physics, which requires consideration of sc
tering from the quarks at largeQ.

VII. CONCLUSION

In order to consider the effects of nucleon compositene
a simple, covariant model of a composite nucleon is dev
oped in which a fermion and a boson, representing quark
diquark constituents of the nucleon, form a bound state o
ing to a contact interaction. This model provides a reas
able but less detailed description of nucleon form fact
than other models in the literature; its simplicity allows
straightforward analysis of second-order interactions.

Photon and pion couplings to the quark provide ver
functions for the photon and pion interactions with the co
posite nucleon. By introducing and exploiting cutoff param
eters of the Pauli-Villars type, realistic electromagnetic fo
factors are obtained for the proton. When a pseudosc
pion-quark coupling is used, the pion-nucleon coupling
75% pseudovector. The small quark mass produces a ve
behavior close to that expected from chiral invariance.

A virtual photopion amplitude is considered in detail u
ing the simple model of compositeness. There are two ty

FIG. 17. Isospin-flipc amplitude: full amplitude~solid line!,
elementary amplitude based on pseudoscalar pion coupling~dashed
line!, nonrelativistic amplitude~dotted line!, and Born amplitude of
composite model~long-dashed line!.
2-14
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of contributions: hadronic contributions where the phot
and pion interactions have an intervening propagator of
nucleon, or its excited states, and contactlike contributi
where the photon and pion interactions occur within a sin
vertex. Relative normalization of the two types of contrib
tion is controlled by Ward-Takahashi identities at low m
mentum transfer. At high momentum transfer, scaling beh
ior is obtained for the composite nucleon already byQ
'2 GeV/c. Similar behavior is expected for more refine
quark-diquark@25# or three-quark models@21#. Scaling pro-
vides a normalization of the contactlike parts because
parton distribution is normalized@see Eq.~50!#. However,
our model of a composite nucleon as a bound state of a q
and diquark yields a parton distribution that is peaked n
x5m/M , the ratio of quark to nucleon mass, whereas
data suggest much less peaking and more strength at lox
values than the model gives.

Calculations for the virtual photopion amplitude are p
formed using kinematics appropriate to its occurrence a
meson-exchange current in electron-deuteron scattering.
results show that the contactlike terms dominate the me
exchange current forQ.1 GeV/c for the amplitudes tha
arise in elastic electron-deuteron scattering. AsQ increases,
the dominance of the contactlike terms over the Born te
of the composite nucleon can become very large, sugges
that hadronic processes become unimportant when this
curs. Our results indicate that contactlike terms still ha
substantialQ dependence when they become dominant. C
tributions of the nucleon’s resonances are omitted, wh
may be significant at lowerQ values. At highQ, the reso-
nances typically contribute little because they are suppre
by form factors.

For the inelastic electron deuteron scattering, b
isospin-nonflip and isospin-flip parts of the photopion amp
tude can contribute. Two of the three contributing amplitud
are dominated at largeQ by contactlike terms and the othe
is not. A more complete calculation using deuteron wa
functions is needed in order to understand the role of c
tactlike contributions in deuteron breakup.

Off-shell effects in the hadronic vertex functions a
found to be significant in the composite model. They caus
significant suppression of Born contributions to the virtu
photopion amplitude forQ>1 GeV/c. This result is model-
dependent, but it suggests that use of on-shell form fac
could be a poor approximation for momenta that are sign
cantly off the mass shell.

An elementary photopion amplitude based up
pseudovector pion coupling fails to provide a useful appro
mation to the full result of the composite model for th
isospin-nonflip amplitude. This can be improved somew
by using pseudoscalar pion coupling in the elementary
plitude. The increasedZ-graph contribution gives a bette
approximation to the contactlike terms of the compos
nucleon, but not to the underlying physics.

Compositeness requires contactlike terms in second-o
interactions. They have a direct connection to off-forwa
parton distributions and can dominate the scattering at la
Q as they contain the leading partonic scattering proc
Hadronic form factors and off-shell effects tend to quen
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the Born scattering processes that involve intermediate h
ronic states. For the considered nucleon model, we find
scattering from the quark constituent can be significan
modestQ values, such asQ.1 to 2 GeV/c. Once partonic
scattering becomes dominant, it is expected to remain do
nant for higherQ. Where the transition to dominance of th
partonic interactions actually takes place is a matter of g
interest. The model calculation of this paper suggests
this is determined by the size of contactlike contributions,
equivalently, by the size of the off-forward parton distrib
tions. It may occur in some processes at momentum tran
as low as 1 GeV/c and seems to be likely by 2 GeV/c for the
considered isoscalar meson-exchange current. The m
used is rather simple but we believe that more refined mo
of the nucleon’s compositeness would provide similar qu
tative behavior.
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APPENDIX: SELF-ENERGY AND LOOP INTEGRALS

Some details that have gone into calculations but
omitted from the text are collected in this Appendix.

The fermion-boson self energy graph, defined in Eq.~4!,
vertex functions defined in Eqs.~16! and ~21! and the con-
tactlike terms defined in Eqs.~31! and ~30! require evalua-
tions of Feynman integrals and subsequent reductions of
Dirac matrices to standard forms. Integrations over loop m
mentumk are performed by standard methods:n propagator
factors are combined by means of integrals over Feynm
parametersa1 ,a2 , . . . ,an21, into a single denominato
function of the form@(k2 l )22F1 ih#n, where the shift vec-
tor l m and the functionF depend upon the external momen
and Feynman parameters. Numerator functions involve
power of the loop momentum,km for each fermion propaga
tor.

Two divergentk integrations arise and these are evalua
by using subtractions. The required formulas are

igE d4k

~2p!4 S 1

@~k2 l !22Fm#2
2

1

@~k2 l !22FL1
#2D $1,km%

5
g

16p2
lnS Fm

FL1
D $1,l m%, ~A1!

2igE d4k

~2p!4 S 1

@~k2 l !22Fm#3
2

1

@~k2 l !22FL1
#3D kmkn

5
g

16p2
lnS Fm

FL1
D S 2

1

2
gmnD1

g

16p2 S 1

Fm
2

1

FL1
D l ml n.

~A2!
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In all other cases, thek integrations can be performed befo
subtractions by using the formulas~for n>3),

$^1&,^km&,^kmkn&,^kmknks&%

[ ig~n21!! E d4k

~2p!4

1

@~k2 l !22F1 ih#n

3$1,km,kmkn,kmknks%

5
~n23!!g

~21!(n11)16p2 H 1

Fn22
,

l m

Fn22
,

l ml n

Fn22

2
gmn

2~n23!Fn23
,
l ml nl s

Fn22
2

nmns

2~n23!Fn23J , ~A3!

where

nmns[gmnl s1gnsl m1gsml n. ~A4!

Considering the self-energy of an elementary fermio
boson bubble graph, we have

Sb~p;m,m,L1!

5 igE d4k

~2p!4

p”2k”1m

~p2k!22m21 ih

3S 1

k22m21 ih
2

1

k22L1
21 ih

D . ~A5!

Using the Feynman parametrization

1

ab
5E

0

1

da
1

@aa1~12a!b#2
, ~A6!

to combine denominators, we have in this case the shift v
tor l 5ap, and denominator functionsFm andFL1

, where the
general form is

FL5aL21~12a!m22a~12a!p2. ~A7!

Integrating over loop momentum produces the two sca
parts defined in Eq.~9!, as follows:

$A~p2!,B~p2!%5
g

16p2E0

1

da lnS Fm

FL1
D $a,m%. ~A8!
pe

D

06520
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Using these formulas and the conditionMA(M2)1B(M2)
51, one may determine the coupling constantg such that
there is a bound state of massM, where M,m1m. The
corresponding formulas forA8(p2) andB8(p2) are obtained
by differentiating with respect top2,

$A8~p2!,B8~p2!%52
g

16p2E0

1

da a~12a!S 1

Fm
2

1

FL1
D

3$a,m%. ~A9!

Wave-function renormalization constantZ2 has contribu-
tions from the elementary bubble graph that may be
pressed, using Eqs.~10! and ~A9!, as follows:

Z2
215

g

16p2E0

1

daH 2M ~Ma1m!a~12a!S 1

Fm
2

1

FL1
D

2a lnS Fm

FL1
D J ~A10!

and forZ2 , p25M2 in Fm andFL1
. Using the identity,

E
0

1

daH ~12a!~m22M2a2!S 1

Fm
2

1

FL1
D

1~2a21!lnS Fm

FL1
D J 50, ~A11!

an equivalent expression forZ2
21 is

Z2
215

g

16p2E0

1

da~12a!H ~Ma1m!2S 1

Fm
2

1

FL1
D

2 lnS Fm

FL1
D J . ~A12!

The integral here is the same as for the contribution of
elementary bubble graph to the normalization of the par
distribution, showing that the factorZ2 guarantees the nor
malization as in Eq.~50!. Equation~A11! can be verified by
integrating by parts the term involving 2a21.
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